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ON CHARACTERS OF 7J-RELATED TENSORS IN
COSYMPLECTIC AND SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS (2) *

St\;-';G-SEUP El'M

O. Introduction

A (2n+ I)-dimensional differentiable manifold M is called to have a
cosymplectic structure if there is given a positive definite Riemannian
metric gji and a triplet (<Pk j , ~j, r;k) of (1, 1) type tensor field (jJk j , vector
field ~j and I-form r;k in M which satisfy the following equations

(o.l)

where

(0.2)

9/<Pih= -ri", y0/~j=0, r;j<p/=o, Ylt~t=l,

gst<p/<p/=rji, Yj;=gihe,

and

(0.3) 17k<P/=O, 17kr;j=O,

where 17k indicates the covariant differentiation with respect to gjj. By
virtue of the last equation of (0. 1), we shall write r;h instead of ~h in
the sequel. The indices h, i,j, k, ... run over the range {1, 2, ... , 2n+1}.

In the present paper, we define an r;-projective vector field v h 111 a
cosymplectic manifold M by the condition

co. 4) £VDi} =P,iPiVh + vtKtji"=pjrih+Nr,i"

for a certain covector field Pi, where {]i}' Ktj;" and £v are the

Christoffel symbols formed with gjj, the curvature tensor and the Lie
derivation with respect to vi on M respectively.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the properties of
r;-projective vector fields in a compact cosymplectic manifold.

*) This reseach is supported by Korea Science and Engineering Foundation Research Grant
1983.
Received December 1, 1983.
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1. 7J-projective vector fields in a cosymplectic manifold

In a (2n+ I)-dimensional cosymplectic manifold M with the cosym
plectic structure (<p, 1), g), we easily obtain the following relations.

(1.1) K kJl1)t=O, Kjir!=O

by virtue of the Ricci identity with respect to 1)i, where KJi is the Rieci
. tensor of M. Moreover using the Ricci identity with respect to <Pih, we
easily see that Kjt<pl+ Ktjis<pts=O and from which,

(1.2)

Since

(1. 3) Ktjis~s= ~ (KtJis-KsJit) <pts= - ~ Kts,ii~s,

we obtain

(1. 4)

In a previous paper (Eum, [lJ), we proved that if M is aeosympl
eetie manifold of constant curvature with respect to rji, then the curvature
tensor of M is of the form:

K
(1. 5) Kkjih 2n (2n -'1) (nhrii-rlTki) ,

K being the constant scalar curvature.
If we substitute (1. 5) into (0.4), we obtain

K
(1. 6) P'kP';Vh+ 2n(2n-I) vt(rthTkj-rkhrtj) =nhp,;+rlh.

In this place, we consider a system of partial· differential equation

K .
(1. 7) P'kP'jPh+ 2n(2n:-I) (2rjhh+ruP,;+TkjPh) =0

which is obtained by the· substitution into (1. 6) of

(1. 8) vh= n(2~1)ph.

The integrability condition of (1. 7) is given by

(1.9) P'sP'l(P'kP'.iPh) -V1Vs(P'kP'jPh)
= - KslktP'tP'jPh'- Ksl/P'kP'tPh- Ks1htp'kP'jPt.

If we assume that Pt1)t=O, then the condition (1. 9) is satisfied by
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(1. 5) and (1. 7). In this case we obtain

(110) £ {h}-VV hi tK h- K (h + h)• P kj - k jP -,-P tkj - n(2n-l) 7k Pj rj h

by virtue of (1. '5) and (1. 7), where £ p indicates the Lie derivation
with respect to ph.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 1. 1. Let M be a cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature
with respect to rji. In tMs case, if pi in NI belongs to the distribution
orthogonal to ri, that is, Ptrf=O, then pi is an r;-projective vector field

locally and the associated vector of pi is given by - n(2~-I/i, K being

the constant scalar curvature.

By contractions in (0.4), find

(1. 11) VJf1tvt= (2n+ I)Pi- (Ptr/)rlj

and

(1. 12) VtVivt=vtK ti+ (2n+ I)Pi- (Pt1}t)1}j.

Transvecting (0.4) with 1}h and taking account of (0. 2), (0. 3) and
(1. 1), we easily see that

Cl. 13) VJf1i(vt1Jt) =0.

Therefore in a compact orientable cosymplectic manifold M, we obtain

(1. 14)

c being a constant (Yano, [5J), and from which

(1. 15) £v1Jj=O.

Substituting (0.4) into the formula (Yano [5J)

( I ) £vKkjih= Vk£v {;i} - Vj£v {khJ

we obtain

(1. 16) £vKkjih= (VkPi-Vjh)r;h+ (VkP;)r}- (Vjp;)rkh,

and from which

(1. 17) £vKj;=ViPj -2nVjp; -1Jt {(VtPi)1Ji+ (VtP;)1Jj} +1Jt (VjPt)1Ji.

Using the relation £vKji=£vKij, we obtain
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(1. 18) (2n+1) (fTih-fTjPi) =1/ {(fTiPt)r}j- (fTjPt)1ji} .

Transvecting (1.18) with 1ji, we obtain

(1.19) (2n+1)1jtfTth-2nfTj(Pt1jt) = f.t1jj>

where we have put

(1. 20) f.t=1ji (fTiPt)1jt.

We consider on the case that M is a compact cosymplectic manifold.
Taking account of the second equation of (1. 1) and (1. 15), we obtain

(1.21) 1jh£TJKkh=1jh£TJ(Kktgth) =0.

Substituting (1. 17) into (1. 21) , we obtain

(1. 22) (2n-1) f1k(Pert) =1jhK kt£TJgth

by virtue of (1. 15).
Transvecting (1. 22) with 1jk and taking accOunt of (1. 1) and (1. 20),

we see that

(1. 23) f.t=0.

Substituting (1. 23) into (1. 19), we obtain

(1. 24) (2n+ l)1jtf1th=2nf1jp,

where we have put

(1.25)

Substituting (1. 16) into the equation

q;ts {(£TJKts/) 1ji+K ts/ £TJ1ji} =0,

which is obtained from the :6.rst equation of (1. 1), and taking account
of (0. 1), (1. 25) and the fact that qP= - qyst, we obtain

(1. 26) qytsK ts/ £TJ1ji = 2qyhtf1tp.

Substituting (1. 17) into the equation which is obtained from the second
equation of (1. 1)

(1. 27) 2(j)ht {(£TJKjt)1ji+Kjt£TJ1jJ1 =0

and taking account of (1. 23) and (1. 25), we obtain

(1. 28) 2qyhtKjt£TJ1ji=2 (2n-1) qyhtf1tP.

Taking account of (1. 3), (1. 26) and (1. 28), we obtain
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(1. 29)

Transvecting O. 29) with <f!hk and taking account of the fact that
7/Ptp = J1. = 0, we obtain

(1. 30)

Thus we see that if n>l, then p=constant.
On the other hand, if we transvect 0.11) with 7/, then we have

Pi (v7Ji) =2np, where we have put v=PtVt. Then by the Green's theorem,
we see that if n>1, then

(1. 31) p=o.

Next, we investigate on the case of n=l, that is, 2n+1=3. It is
well known that the conformal curvature tensor of Weyl vanishes iden
tically in a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Therefore we have the
following formula in the case of n = 1:

K
(1. 32) Kki/+KkiO/- KjiOkt+gkiK/-gjiK/-Z (gkiO/-gjiO/) =0.

Transvecting (1. 32) with 7Jt7Ji , we obtain

(1. 33)

by virtue of (1. 1) .
Substituting O. 33) into (1. 32), we obtain

(1. 34)

Thus we have the following (Eum, [2J)

THEOREM 1. 2. A 3-dimensional cosymplectic manifold with constant
scalar curvature K is a manifold of constant curvature with respect to

rji·

In the case of n = 1, we obtain

(1. 35)

by virtue of (1. 15) and (1. 22).
Substituting (1. 33) into (1. 35) and taking account of the fact that

7)t£ v7)t =0, we see that

(1. 36)
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Substituting (0.4) into the well known formula:

(II) £v(P/ri) -Vj(£v7Jh) = (£V{ji} )r/,

we easily sea that

(1. 37)

and from which

(1. 38) Vt(£v1/) = -2p

by virtue of the fact that n = 1.
If the scalar curvature K is non-zero constant, then operating Vj to

(1. 36) and taking account of (1. 37), we obtain

K
(1. 39) V.iVkP+2:PT.ik=O,

and from which

(1. 40)

Under the assumption that K is non-zero constant, if we take account
of (1.15), (1.17) and (1.33), then we obtain

K
(1. 41) 2:£vgji=ViPi-2VjP;-7Jt {(VtpJ7Ji+ (vtPi)7JA + (VjP)7Ji,

where P is defined by (1. 25).
Substituting (1. 41) into the identity:

OH) £V{ji} = ~ghk(Vi£vgki+Vi£vgk.i-Vk£vg.ii)'

and transvect the result with 7J i , we obtain

(1. 42) Kp7jh=7JiV iVjPh -27JiViVhPj-r/ {7Ji (ViVtPh) 7Jj+7Ji (f1if1tP;) 7Jk} ,

where we have used the relation

(1. 43)

which is obtained from (1. 39).
Transvecting (1. 42) with gih and taking account of (1. 25) and (1. 43) ,

we obtain

(1. 44) 2Kp= -7JiVif1t pt.

Substituting I7if1tpt=f1tVipt-Kitpt into 0.44), we obtain

(1. 45) 2Kp= -Vt (7Jif1ipt).
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Substituting (1. 24) into (1. 45), we obtain

(1. 46) 3Kp= -(7t(7tp.

Comparing 0.40) with (1. 46), we obtain in the case of n=l also

(1. 47) p=o

by virtue of the assumption K *O.
Taking account of (1. 31) and O. 47), we have the following

THEOREM 1. 3. If a compact cosympletic manifold M of dimension
2n+1 (n;:;;; 1) admits an 7j-projective vector field Vi and the scalar curv
ature K of M is non-zero constant, then the associated vector pi of vi
belongs to the distribution orthogonal to 7ji, that is, Pt7jt=O.

2. Lie derivations with respect to an 1}-projective vector in a
cosymplectic manifold

In the present section, we calcuate the Lie derivations of some geom
etrical objects in the cosymplectic manifold M admitting an 7j-projective
vector field Vi.

Substituting (1. 31) into (1. 11), we obtain

(2.1) (7jv=(2n+I)Pi,

where V = (7tvt. Thus Pi is a gradient vector.
Substituting the fact that (7jPi=(7iPi into (1. 16), we obtain

(2.2) £vKkj= ((7kPi)r/- ((7jPi)nh•

Substituting (1. 23) and (1. 31) into (1. 19), we obtain

(2.3)

Thus we see from (1. 17) that

(2.4) £vKji= - (2n-1)(7jP.

by virtue of (1. 31), (2. 1) and (2. 3) .

Substituting (0. 4) into the formula

(7k£vgji=(7k((7 jV i+(7jV),

we obtain

(2.5)
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and from which

(2. 6) p'''£TJgii= - 2p"rii - pir"i - pir#.

We defone a tensor field Gji on M by

(2. 7) Gji=Kii - ::Tii'

where K is the scalar curvature of M, then we see easily that

Gji=Gij, Gjigii=G;'=O, rlGjt=O.

Denoting the Lie derivation with respect to r/ by £1J in M, we obtain

£1J {Ji} = p'jP'irl+rlKt,ii"=O

and from which

(2. 8) £1JK"ji"=rlP'tK"ji"=O.

Contracting with respect to hand k, we obtain

(2.9)

We define an 7j-projective curvature tensor by

(2.10)

then this

(2.11)

P.""=K.,.,,-_I_(r·"K··-r·"K•.)
teJO "", 2n-l " JJ J ""

tensor field satisfies

P"j£,,= - Pjki", P"j/=O, Ptjl=O,
P"j£"+Pi"l+Pjik"=O

and

(2.12) P"j£"gii 2n2~1 GA", P"ji"n,,=O.

If the scalar curvature K is non-zero constant, then using

p'iKji= ~ P'iK=O, P'tK"j/=P'"Kji-P'jK"i

and

(2.13) 7J"J7"Gji=O

which is obtained from (2. 9), we see that

(2.14) r7"P.
J
.,." 2(n-l) r7"G .. -r7.G." .

Y 1< 2n-1 Y J' '" J.
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Calculating £.,Gji and taking account of .(2. 4) and (2. 7), we ~n

see that

(2.15) £.,Gji= - (YjWi+l7iW i)

if the scalar curvature is non-zero constant, where we have put

(2. 16) wk 2n;-1 JI'+ ~ vk.

Substituting (2. 2) and (2. 4) into the Lie derivation of (2. 10) and
taking account of (1. 15), we obtain

(2.17) £fJPlj/' 2n~1 {(£fJri)Kki-(£fJnk)Kji}

1
2n-1 {1JJ7l(Ytvk

) K ki -1JiV (I7tvk
) K ji} .

We assume that the scalar curvature K is non-zero constant. In this
case, we obtain

(2.18) (171£vPijjk)gji=O

by virtue of (0.4) and (1. 1).
From the first equation of (2. 12), we obtain

(£vPliik)gii+Pijik£.,gii 2:~1 £.,Gik

and from which

(2.19) (171£fJPiiik)gii+ (l7iPijik) £.,gji+Pijik(l7i£.,gii)

2n l7i p ro. k
2n-l" JWfJ\JI·

Substituting (2.6), (2. 14) and (2. 18) into (2. 19), we obtain

[ 2n l7i£ G k_ {2(n-l)I7h(; .. _I7.G .k} £ ji
2n-l" Tl i 2n-l" J' ". J .,g

+ 2:~1 GipiJWk=O.

3. A decomposition of an 7}-projective vector in a compact
cosymplectic manifold with non-zero constant scalar eiirvature

In the present section, we use for briefness the following n~tations:

(3.1) 11=JMGj#wkdV, 12=JM(YkGji)(£.,gji)w.kdV,
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13= fM 07iG,jk) (£vgii)wkdV, 14= fM (17k £.,Gi)WhdV,

where dV (denotes the volume element of M, and

(3.2) a _ (17iWi) 2, /3= (17,jWi+17iWj) (17i wi+17iwi ).

Let M be a compact cosymplectic manifold with non-zero constant
scalar curvature and let M admits an 1)-projective vector field Vi defined
by (0.4). In this case, we shall calculate the values of the integrals
(3. 1) following same ways as the processes of [3].

By using the identity

17iLlp=17i17jPi-Kjipi,

where Pi=17iP and L1=giipj17i' and taking account of (1. 31) and (2.7),
~~~ .

11=-f (17-,dP)widV+f (17if7-p·)widV- Kf p-widV.M' M.1' 2nM'

Taking account of (2. 16) and the Green's theorem, we obtain

- fM (17iL1p)widV=5M(,dp) (17iwi)dV

2n~1 f Mad V n (2:-l)fM(17t v
t
)(17iwi)dV

2n~lfMadV+n(2:_1)fM(Fi17tvt)w
i
dV

2 S (2n+1)Kf i
2n-1 MadV+ n(2n-1) MPiwdV.

Consequently, we have

2 f dV+5 (t ) idV+ (2n+3)Kf i11 2n-1 Ma M 17l7tPi w n(2n-1) MPiW dV.

By using

we see that

5(t· ) idV+ C2n+3)K5 idV
M 17l7t Pi w 2n(2n-1) MPiW

1 [5 {"(2n-1 + K )}-2n-1 M 17J -2-17jPi 2n 17jVi w'dV

5{-(2n-1 K)} - ]+ M 17J -2-17;Pj+ 2n 17;v,j w'dV
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2n~1 SMVi (VjWi +ViWJwidV

2n~1 [SMVi {(VjWi+P'iWj)wi}dV

- SM (VjWi+ViWj)ViwidV]

= - 2(2;-I)SMf1dV.

Substituting this equation into above equation, we obtain

(3.3) 11 = 2n~1 SMadV-2(2nl_l)SMf1dV.

The integral 12 is expressed by

12= SMVh {Gji (£vgii) wh}dV - SMGji(Vh£vgii)whdV

- SM (Gji£vgii) VhwhdV.

Substituting (2. 6) into this equation, we obtain

12=2SMGjiPiWidV - SM {£v(Gjigii) -gii£vGji} P'twtdV

=211 - S Mgii (VjWi+ ViWj) VtwtdV.

Hence we get

(3.4)

Since

(3.5) gki£v(VkGji) =gki[P'k£vGji- (£v{fJ )Gti - (£V{fi} ) GjtJ

=Vi£vGji -3Gji pi,

and

(3.6) SM (Vi£vGji)widV= - S Mlri(P'jWi+P'iWj)} widV= ~ SMf1dV,

which is obtained from (2. 15), the integral 13 is expressed by

13= S M[£v lr.;Gih)gii} ]whdV - JMgii(£VVjGih)whdV

= - SM (Vi£vGji)WidV+3SMGjipiwidV.
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Hence substituting (3.6) into this equation, we obtain

(3.7) 13=- ~SM,8dV+3Ir.

Lastly, we calculate the integral h

14= SM[l7k {£v(Gkjgih)} ]WhdV

= SM (l7k£vGkj)widV+SM {l7k(Gkj£vgih)} WhdV.

Substituting (3. 6) into this equation and taking account of (2. 6) ,
we obtain

14= ~SM,8dV-3SMG,jiPiWidV= ~SM,8dV-3Ir.

Thus we have

(3.8)· 14=-fs.

Integrating (2. 20) over M, we obtain

(3.9) 2n(11+14) -2(n-1)12+ (2n-1)!s=0.

Substituting (3.3), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.9), we obtain

(3.10) 2(2n-3)SMadV+ SM,8dV=O.

In the case of n>l. since a>O and ,8>0 over M we :find that

(3.11)

That is, we obtain

(3.12)

a=O, ,8=0.

Therefore w h is a Killing vector.
We consider in the case of n=l. Since Pi is a gradient vector and

K is non-zero constant, we obtain

(3.13)

by virtue of (1. 19), (1. 20) and (1. 47)

Substituting (1.47) and (3. 13) jnto (1. 41), we obtain

(3.14)

and from which
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K
Z(/7j'Vj+/7jVj) = -/7jPj.

the fact that /7jPi=/7iPi shows that if we put

1 K
wh=2Ph +2vh,

then wh is a Killing vector, that is,

(3.16)

Thus an 7/projective vector vh is decomposed in the form

(3.17) vh=2; (wh _2n;Iph),

where wh is a Killing vector and Pi is a gradient vector.
The uniqueness of this decomposition is proved by the following way.

In fact if

wh- 2n -lph='wh_ 2n -1'ph
22'

then ph_'ph also a Killing vector. On the other hand, since Pi-'Pi
is a gradient vector, we see that

/7j(Pj-'Pi) =0,

and from which

/7j/7i(P-'P) =0

where we have put /7iP=Pi, /7/p='Pj.
Since M is compact and orientable, we see that P-'P is a constant.

(Yano, [5J) Thus we obtain Pi='Pi. Therefore the uniqueness of the
decomposition is proved.

Substituting (2. 16) into the second equation of (3. 12), we obtain

K
(2n-l)/7jpj+ 2n (/7jVi+/7iV;) =0.

Operating /7k to this equation and taking account of (0.4), we obtain

K
(3.18) /7k/7jPi+ 2n(2n-l) (2hfji+hfki+Pifkj) =0.

Transvecting (3.18) with gkj, we see that

(3.19)
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Therefore K>O since K is non-zero constant. (Yano, [5J)
Taking account of (0.4) and (3. 16), we easily obtain

(3.20) £w{t} 2n;1 £P{Ji} +; £v{Ji}'

where £w and £p indicate the Lie derivations with respect to wh

and ph respectively.
Since wh is a Killing vector, we see that

£P{Ji}=- n(2~-I)£v{Ji}
by virtue of the identity (m) of section 1 and (3. 20). Thus we obtain

£P{Ji}=- n(~_I)(PJr;h+p;rl).
Therefore, taking account of above results, we have the following

THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a compact (2n+l) (n~l) dimensional
cosymplectic manifold with non-zero constant scalar curvature K. If M
admits an 7IProjective vector field vh defined by (0.4), then K>O and
vh is decomposed uniquely in the form:

vh . ~ (wh- 2n;lph),

where wh is a Killing vector field and ph is the associated vector field of
vh. Moreover ph is also an "f)-projective vector field and the associated

K
vector field of ph is proportional (with constant coefficient )

n(2n-l)
to ph itself.

Substituting (3. 18) into the identity

Ji'kJi'jph_Ji'jJi'kph=Kkithpt,

we obtain

(3.21)

whrre we have put

(3.22)

Since w h is a Killing vector field, we obtain

(3.23) £vgj;= (Ji'jV;+Ji';Vj) = 2n(2~-1) Ji'jP;
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by virtue of (2. 16), and from which

(3.24) £vKii 2n(~-I)p'ipi.

Sibstituting (3. 24) into £fJr/'= £v (gAiTJi), we obtain

(3.25)

by virtue of (1. 15), (1. 31) and (3. 24).
From (3.25), we obtain

(3.26) £vT/=O.

Taking account of (1. 15), (2.2), (3.22), (3,23) and (3.26), we see
that

(3.27)

If we substitute (3. 27) into the identity:

£vP'lU"j/'-P'l£fJU"j/,

= U"jl£V{I~} - Utj/'£v{~} - U"tih£fJ{/A - Ukjth£fJ{{;} '

then, we obtain

(3.28) £vP'lKkj/'= - (2Ukjihpl+ Ulj/'Pk+ U"ukPi+ U"jz"Pi)

by virtue of (3. 21).
Transvecting this equation with P" and taking account of (3.21), we

obtain

(3.29) (£vP'lK"jik)P" = - U1jikPkP".

Contracting with respect to h and k in (3. 28), we obtain

(3.30)

and from which

(3.31) (£fJP'lKji)pi= -GljPipi.

Thus by (3.21), (3.22), (3.29) and (3.31), we have the following

THEOREM 3. 2. Under the same assumption for M as the theorem 3. 1,
we have the following propositions.

If one of the following two conditions is satisfied, then M is a cosym
plectic manifold of constant curvature with respect to Tji.

(1) The Lie algebra of all r;-projective vectors is transitive in M.
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(2) M is a symmetric manifold.
Moreover if M is a manifold of Ricci parallel, then M is an 1/

Einstein manifold.

4. Hypersurfaces of a cosymplectic manifold admitting an
7}-projective vector field

We consider the distribution orthogonal to T/" in a (2n+1)-dimensional
cosymplectic manifold M.

If X and Y are vectors contained in such a distribution, then [X,
Y] = Vx Y - Vy X is also contained in such a distribution. Therefore by
a theorem of Frobenius, such a 2n-dimensional distributions is integrable..
Moreover, such a distribution is evidently paralleL Therefore M is
locally a product manifold of a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and
a I-dimensional Riemannian manifold. If M is complete and simply
connected, then there exists a hypersurface M2n of M such that

(4.1) M=M2n XRl,

TJh is normal to M2n and M2n is complete and simply connected.
Let the hypersurface M2n is covered by a system of coordinate neigh

borhoods {V; ya}, then M2n is expresses by xh=xh(ya). Denoting Bah

=oaxh, (oa=%ya); the induced metric tensor gba on M2n from that.
of M is given by gba=BbjBaigji.

Taking account of the fact that Vb=BbjVjo Vb being the operator of
covariant differentiation with respect to gba, and the Weingarten' s formula:
VbTJh= -hbaBah, hba being the second fundamental tensor of M2n, we
easily see that hba=O, that is, M2n is a totally geodesic hypersurface
of M. Therefore, the Gaussian equation for M2n is given by

(4.2)

where Kdcba is the curvature tensor of M2n.

We denote by (Bah, TJh) the inverse matrix of the matrix (:l).
In this case, an TJ-projective vector field v h of M is decomposed In

the form

(4.3)

where Ub(=B/'Vk) is a covector field of M2n.
Taking account of the fact that hba=O and (4.2), we easily verify
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the following equation

(4.4) B/BbjBah(P'kP'jVh+vtKtki) = P'cP'bUa+u·Kecba.

Substituting (0.4) into (4.4), we obtain

(4.5) £,. {:b} =p'cP'bua+ueKecba=Ocatb+/hatc,

where tc=B/Pk and £ .. denotes the Lie derivation with respect to ua

in M2n. Thus we have the following

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a (2n+ I)-dimensional complete and simply
connected cosymplectic manifold. Then M is a product manifold of a
totally geodesic hypersurface M2n and a I-dimensional Riemannian
manifold RI. If M admits an 1j-projective vector field vh, then M2n
admits a projective vector field ua.

On the other hand, transvecting (3.18) with B/BbjBai, we obtain

K
(4.6) P'cP'bta+ 2n(2n-1) (2gba tc+gcatb+ gcbta) =0,

where K is the constant scalar curvature of M and ta=P'aP.
Transvecting (4.2) with gdagcb, we easily verify the fact that the

scalar curvature of M2n is equal to the scalar curvature of M. Taking
account of a theorem of Obata ([4J) and (4.6), we obtain the following
(cf. Theorem A of [3J)

THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a (2n+ I)-dimensional compact, connected
and simply connected cosymplectic manifold with non-zero constant scalar
curvature K. If M admits an 1j-projective vector field vh then the
hypersurface M2n orthogonal to 1jh is globally isometric to a sphere of

radius v2n(2n-I)/K in the Euclidean (2n+I)-space.

5. An 1J-projective vector field in a Sasakian manifold

If a set (cp, 1j, g) of a tensor field cP of type (1,1), a vector field 1j
and a Riemannian metric tensor g satisfies (0. 1), (0.2) and additionally

1
CPji=2: (Oj1ji -Oi1jj)

then, such a set is called a contact structure. A manifold with a normal
contact structure is called a Sasakian manifold.

It is well known that in a Sasakian manifold, the following equations
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(5.4)

are satisfied:

(5.1) V;T)"=f{J;h, Vjf{J;"=-g,iiT)"+O;"T);,

(5.2) T)tKk,i/=T)k!fj;-T)jgH,

(5.3) KjtT)t = 2n1fj.

In the present section, we investigate an 7JProjective vector field v"
defined by

£ {h} -r7 ·r7·v"+vtK .."=p'r."+p'r'"v ji - Y JY , tJ' J' • J

in a Sasakian manifold.
Differentiating (5. 4) covariantly, we obtain

(5.5) Vk£V{7i} = (VkPi)r;"+ (VkPi)r,;"

- Pi (f{Jk;1f"+f{J,h);) -P;(f{JkjT)h+ ffJk"1]j).

Substituting (5. 5) into the identity:

£vKkj;h =Vk£v {7i} -Vj£V{Zi}'

we obtain

. (5.6) £vKkjl= (VkP';-VjPk)r;h+ (VkP;)r/- (V;p;)nh

-P.i(ffJH1]h+f{Jk~;) +Pk(f{Jji1]h+f{Jj~;)

- p;(2f{Jk,i1]"+f{Jk~j -ffJ/'1fk).

Transvecting (5.6) with 1]", we find

(5. 7) 1]h£vKkjih= PkffJji-P,;ffJH-2PiffJkj.

Taking the Lie derivation of the both sides of (5. 2), we obtain

1]t£vK kj/+ (£v1]t) Kli.i/= (£v1]k)gii- (£v1]j)gH+1]k£vK;i-1]j£vgH.

Substituting (5. 7) into this equation, we obtain

(5.8) (£v1]t) Kkj/= -PkffJj;+P';ffJki+2Pif{Jkj+ (£v1]k)gji- (£v1]j)gki
+1]k£vgji -1]j£vKki.

Transvecting (5. 8) with 1]k and taking account of (5. 2), we obtain

(5.9) £vg.ii=PtVffJji+1]j7J"£vgki.

Taking account of the symmetric property of £vgji with respect to
j and i, we obtain
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(5.10) 2Ptrl'Pji+r/(7Jj£vgki-1}i£vlJk.i) =0.

Transvecting (5. 10) with 1}i, we find

(5.11)

where we have put

(5.12)

Substituting (5. 11) into (5.9), we see that

(5.13) £vlJji= (Pt1}t) 'Pji+ V1}j1}i.

Transvecting (5.13) with 'Pji, we easily find

(5.14)

and from which

(5.15)

by virtue of (5. 13).

Operating J7i to (5.15), we obtain

(5.16) Vi (VjVi+ViVj) = (J7kV)1}j1}i+V('Pij1}i+'Pki1}j).

Substituting (5.4) into (5. 16) and transvecting the result with 1ji1}i,

we obtain J7iV=O, that is

(5.17) v=constant.

On the other hand, substituting (5.14) into the identity:

£v {7i} = ~ ght(Vj£vlJti+Vi£vgtj-Vt£vgji) ,

and taking account of (5. 17), we obtain

(5.18) £V{;i} =V('Pl1}i+'Pih1}j).

Comparing (5. 4) with (5. 18), we obtain

(5.19) PjTih+PiTjh=V('Pi1}i+'Pih1}j).

Transvecting (5. 19) with 1}i, we easily see that

v=o
by virtue of (5.14), and from which

Pi=O,
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Thus we have the following

THEOREM 5. 1. In a Sasakian manifold, an 1)-projective vector field
with an associated vector other than the zero vector does not exist.
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